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Covering the Bases in 2014
As we begin 2015, we take a look at where some of the biggest
cover stories of 2014 are headed. What do you remember about 2014?
Try your hand at our News Quiz on page 10 to find out.
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Original Programming
Costs Raise Concern

As the demands for, and costs of,
original programming skyrocket, Wall Street
worries about the impact on earnings. But
TV execs are used to lots of drama, and they
will keep reworking the business model script
until it leads to more monetization. update The
number of outlets creating the kind of original
programming once seen only on network
television continued to climb, with more cable
networks, such as WGN America, TVGN (soon to be Pop) and WE tv among those
joining the club, as well as SVOD services including Amazon Prime. —Jon Lafayette
summary

Too Much Booty?
More original programming than ever is setting sail
on TV and digital platforms. While originals feed branding,
advertising and programming strategies, Wall Street warns
the wave of high-cost product could capsize some big boats.

A pirate ship from Starz’s new big-ticket Sunday drama series, Black Sails, which debuts Jan. 25.
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Every four
years, the World Cup
gives networks a captive
audience of soccer faithful
and would-be enthusiasts.
But this time, Cup play
may just inspire the final
end-goal: proof of an enduring U.S. fan base. update Following
a record-setting World Cup, the Premier League on NBCSN is
averaging 420,000 viewers through Dec., up 15% from last
season. Soccer helped NBCSN score its most-watched year
since launching in 2012.
—Tim Baysinger

Used to be, film stars didn’t slum it in the TV world. But with television
enjoying a prolonged golden age and video distribution models evolving daily,
the small screen and big screen are more intertwined than ever before.

‘MODERN’ MATH: OFF-NET
‘FAMILY’ FINDS FOOTING
LOVE HERTZ: GOV’T SPECTRUM
COULD EASE BROADCASTER PAIN
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Team USA captain Clint Dempsey (left) during a FIFA World Cup qualifier match against Mexico.
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TOP PLANNERS BET BIG
ON NEWER SCREENS
BAD EARNINGS ARE
GOOD NEWS FOR MERGERS

Franken
Sense
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WOMEN IN THE GAME
MAKE STRIDES IN SPORTS
FOR NETWORK NEWBIES,
A SHIFT IN TIME SAVES TEN

Out With the Old,
In With the News

When it comes to local news, the old ways
won’t cut it anymore. But with young viewers still
wanting to stay informed, stations are trying out
fresh, relevant, sometimes-unanchored ways to
reach them. update The station acquisition activity
indicates that local news remains relevant among
viewers. One key player in the game, Tribune
senior VP of news Katherine Green, resigned
seven months into the job.
—Michael Malone

summary

Out With the Old,
In With the News
TV newsrooms delivering
the same old content in the same
old ways won’t cut it for the
next generation of consumers.

Digital journalist Barbara Lash reports out of Fox’s start-up news operation at WJZY Charlotte.
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Sen. Al
Franken believes media
consolidation is a “huge
problem” in the U.S. The
former SNL funnyman
wants Washington to
humor him on that as well
as network neutrality. update Franken, a vocal critic of media
mergers, won reelection by a wide margin compared to his
razor-thin victory the last time around. A big privacy advocate,
Franken lost his chairmanship of the Senate Judiciary Privacy,
Technology, and the Law subcommittee with the Republican
takeover of the Senate.
—John Eggerton
summary
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STAT OFTHE WEEK
$15 million

Amount Sony says it earned via online sales and rentals
of controversial film The Interview in the first four days
since it became available for download Dec. 24. The $15
million already ranks as the top-grossing online film in the
studio’s history.
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Franken’s
Independent
Streak

Sen. Al Franken believes media consolidation
is a “huge problem” in the U.S. In a rare
and wide-ranging interview, the onetime
SNL funnyman opens up to B&C about
his unique perspective on the industry.
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Big investments in soccer by Disney and Univision—which air the World Cup
beginning this week—as well as Fox and NBC indicate America may finally
care about the sport. But will TV still score with fútbol after Brazil?

The Business of Television

Television and film are more
intertwined than ever. Those who embrace the
entertainment world getting smaller stand to
see their fortunes get bigger. update Netflix
locked up four Adam Sandler movies and a
sequel to Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon;
Hulu backed J.J. Abrams and Steven King in
11/22/63; and A-list film director David Fincher
set a small-screen return with HBO’s Utopia.
Comic book adaptations, for now, still tilt toward
film, though CW’s The Flash and Fox’s Gotham
suggest TV is closing the gap.
—Dade Hayes

summary

Blurred Lines
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